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1. Introduction 

Qualifications and Experience 

1.1. I am Ken Webb, an Electrical Engineer with Mott MacDonald.  I have over 20 

years' experience in Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) gained in the 

development of many  transport infrastructure projects. My qualifications are 

an MSc in Electromagnetic Compatibility from the University of Hull and a 

BSc (Hons) in Electrical Engineering from City University, London. 

1.2. I am Mott MacDonald's EMC Specialist for the trolleybus rapid transit 

scheme for Leeds, known as New Generation Transport (NGT).  I have been 

involved in EMC work for similar projects within the railway industry such as 

the Thameslink Programme and High Speed 2. 

1.3. I am the author of the NGT Environmental Statement (ES) Electromagnetic 

Compatibility (EMC) Technical Appendix E (referred to hereafter as the EMC 

ES) (A-08c-5) . 

Scope of Evidence 

1.4. My Proof covers electromagnetic compatibility of NGT, described as follows.  

1.5. EMC is the ability of equipment to function satisfactorily in its electromagnetic 

environment without introducing intolerable electromagnetic disturbance to 

other equipment in that environment. 

1.6. Electric and magnetic fields are produced wherever electricity is used. The 

electric field is produced by voltage and the magnetic field by current. 

Electromagnetic fields (EMF) cause two types of effect: 

 interference to third party electric and electronic equipment. This is called 

electromagnetic interference (EMI) and is the disturbance that affects an 

electrical system due to magnetic and electric fields, electromagnetic 

induction or electromagnetic radiation emitted from an external source; 

and 

 the potential to cause harmful effects in the human body. 
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1.7. The potential to cause harmful effects in the human body relates to EMF 

exposure and the possible risk from exposures of the general public and 

workers to electric fields, magnetic fields and EMF generated by the NGT 

Scheme.  

1.8. In the EMC ES, I concluded that emissions from the NGT Scheme will not be 

sufficient to exceed the limits specified for human health. This applies in 

relation to worries about cancer or any other health concern. This is based 

on the large margin (at least a factor of 1000) between the limits of exposure 

(400mT) of the general public to Direct Current (DC) magnetic fields  

published in the International Commission on Non-Ionising Radiation 

Protection (ICNIRP) Guidelines on Limits of Exposure to Static Magnetic 

Fields published in Health Physics 96(4):504-514 (see Appendix 2 of this 

Proof - App-14-3-2 ); 2009 and the modelled DC magnetic Fields in NGT- 

University of Leeds EMC Assessment (312694/EST/YHE/RPT072). I am 

confident that EMF is not an issue; nevertheless as is standard practice 

further measurements will be undertaken to validate the modelled data 

during the test and commissioning phase of NGT.  

1.9. For comparison with other DC traction systems I have reviewed an 

investigation undertaken on behalf of the Railway Safety Standards Board 

(see Appendix 2 of this Proof - App-14-3-2 ). Part of this investigation 

involved modelling and measurements of the magnetic field produced by 

third rail DC railways. The data produced found that at platform level the 

general public is exposed to DC magnetic fields of approximately 0.8mT. The 

largest calculated DC magnetic field from NGT is more than 1000 times less 

than this (G-4-34). 

1.10. Based on the above rationale, EMF will not be considered further in this 

document and the scope of this document covers the first bullet point in 

paragraph 1.6 only, i.e. interference to third party electric and electronic 

equipment. 

1.11. In terms of frequency of operation it can be seen from Figure 1.1 below that 

there is a wide separation between NGT traction power and the frequencies 
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used by FM radio, WiFi and satellite TV. This means the threat of 

interference to these services from DC magnetic fields produced by NGT is 

not significant. 

Figure 1.1 – Diagram showing electrical frequency separation between NGT 

and some other users of the electromagnetic spectrum.

 

Declaration of Truth 

1.12. I confirm that insofar as the facts stated in this Proof of Evidence are within 

my own knowledge, I have made clear which they are and I believe them to 

be true. In my professional opinion, I believe that this Proof of Evidence 

represents and unbiased and true assessment of the EMC environmental 

implications of the NGT Scheme which have been assessed in accordance 

with current EMC legislation and environmental best practice. 
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2. Outline of Evidence 

2.1. My Proof of Evidence is structured as follows:  

2.2. In Chapter Three, I introduce the EMC Directive and UK EMC Regulations, 

and provide a summary of the legislation, national and international EMC 

standards and guidance applicable to NGT. 

2.3. In Chapter Four, I describe the various activities to be undertaken during the 

construction and operational phases of NGT that could affect EMC. 

Mitigation measures to address the anticipated impacts are described, taking 

into consideration the NGT - University of Leeds EMC Assessment- 

Mitigation Measures Report (G-4-35) (referred to hereafter as the EMC 

Mitigation Report) and any remaining effects predicted to occur as a result of 

the NGT Scheme and post-mitigation are then outlined. 

2.4. Finally, I provide my conclusions  in Chapter Seven. 
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3. Relevant Standards and Guidance 

EMC Directive and UK EMC Regulations  

3.1. The EMC Directive 2004/108/EC (E-2-8) is implemented in the United 

Kingdom (UK) by the EMC Regulations 2006 (Statutory Instrument 2006. No. 

3418) (E-1-21). The EMC Regulations 2006 (E-1-21) require that equipment 

shall be designed and manufactured, having regard to the state of the art, so 

as to ensure that:  

(a) the electromagnetic disturbance generated does not exceed the level 

above which radio and telecommunications equipment or other 

equipment cannot operate as intended (E-2-8; Annex I; Clause 1); and 

(b) it has a level of immunity to the electromagnetic disturbance to be 

expected in its intended use, which allows it to operate without 

unacceptable degradation of its intended use (E-2-8; Annex I; Clause 

1). 

3.2. The EMC Directive 2004/108/EC (E-2-8) applies to apparatus and fixed 

installations. The Directive defines a fixed installation as 'a particular 

combination of several types of apparatus and where applicable, other 

devices, which are assembled, installed and intended to be used 

permanently at a predefined location'. Based on this definition, Leeds NGT is 

considered to be a fixed installation.  

Legislation, National and International Standards and Guidance  

3.3. Leeds NGT will comply with the essential requirements of the EMC Directive  

(E-2-8). The essential requirements place a restriction on the allowable radio 

frequency emissions and place requirements on the ability of the NGT 

Scheme to operate reliably in its intended electromagnetic environment. 

3.4. One way of demonstrating compliance with the EMC Directive (E-2-8) 

involves formal testing in accordance with a wide range of national/ 

international standards.  These are set out in the EMC Technical Appendix E 

of the ES (A-08c-5; paragraph 1.19; pages 6 to 7).   
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3.5. Many of the standards are for railway applications and are likely therefore to 

be conservative in relation to trolleybus operation with lower power 

requirements. 

3.6. The standards referred to above do not address DC and low frequency 

magnetic fields such as those to be expected from NGT. Particular attention 

therefore, has been given to assessing potential effects from DC, low 

frequency and magnetic fields and a number of studies (G-4-34 and G-4-35) 

have been carried out  by Mott MacDonald. 

3.7. This is the approach I have taken in considering the potential effects of the 

NGT Scheme.   
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4. Predicted Effects and Proposed Mitigation 

Introduction 

4.1. This chapter describes the  activities to be undertaken during the 

construction and operational phases of NGT that could affect EMC. 

Mitigation measures to address the anticipated impacts are described, taking 

into consideration the EMC Mitigation Report (G-4-35).  

4.2. The results given in this chapter are based on the approach and 

methodology described in the EMC ES (A-08c-5; paragraphs 2.1 to 2.23; 

pages 6 to 9), together with the EMC Mitigation Report (G-4-35). The 

methodology for deriving the data is summarised below: 

(a) desk top study of design drawings to identify the location of potentially 

sensitive receptors along the NGT route. A number of potential 

receptors have been identified and these are listed in Appendix 1 

(App-14-3-1). None of those listed has objected to the scheme in 

terms of EMC or EMF issues. However, given its close proximity to the 

route, the University of Leeds is considered  the most significant 

receptor among those identified and this was the focus for more 

detailed investigation; 

(b) formal consultation with the University of Leeds to identify equipment 

used and its susceptibility to DC and low frequency (LF) magnetic 

fields; 

(c) baseline survey and measurements of the existing DC and low 

frequency magnetic fields at a number of locations at the University. 

(d) calculations of DC and low frequency magnetic fields emanating from 

the NGT and their levels compared with the susceptibility of known 

receptors at the University. 
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4.3. As the author of the EMC Technical Appendix E of the ES (A-08c-5), I am 

able to present this information with first-hand knowledge. 

Works Affecting EMC 

Construction Phase 

4.4. The following construction activities are anticipated during construction of 

NGT, which may result in EMI: 

(a) use of temporary electrical supplies; 

(b) use of construction machinery and plant; and 

(c) use of associated communications (e.g. construction radios). 

Operational Phase 

4.5. The configuration of the Overhead Line Equipment (OLE) wires for NGT is 

different from those encountered on traditional Light Rapid Transit (LRT) 

systems, where the traction current returns via the running rails of the tracks. 

In the case of NGT the OLE wires form the positive and return circuit with 

vehicle mounted trolley poles making a sliding electrical contact. The 

configuration of the overhead wires, where the positive and negative 

conductors are close together, results in significantly lower emissions in 

terms of magnetic, electric and electromagnetic fields than if running rails 

were used as the negative return part of the circuit.  

4.6. During the operational phase of the proposed Leeds NGT system, the main 

source of EMI will be from the DC and very low frequency magnetic fields 

generated by the traction power system. Power converters on board the 

trolleybuses will produce radiated emissions at higher frequencies and the 

levels will need to be within limits specified in applicable harmonised EMC 

standards. Harmonised standards are European Union (EU) wide technical 

and safety standards. With regards to the EMC Directive 2004/108/EC (E-2-

8), application of relevant harmonised EMC standards gives a presumption 

of conformity with the Directive.  
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4.7. The level of conducted radio frequency (RF) and LF emissions interference 

generated by NGT sub-stations and exported onto the low voltage supply will 

be controlled during the design and installation phases by ensuring 

compliance against Engineering Recommendation (G-4-4). 

Mitigation 

Construction Phase Mitigation 

4.8. Construction machinery and plant will comply with the Machinery Directive 

2006/42/EC (E-2-9) and applicable harmonised standards for EMC. 

Construction radios will comply with the Radio Equipment and 

Telecommunications Terminal Equipment Directive 1999/5/EC (E-2-5) and 

applicable harmonised standards for EMC. When installed and used 

correctly the risk of this apparatus causing interference is low. 

4.9. The appointed Contractor will be expected to monitor EMI effects during 

construction and   address any issues as they arise. Should monitoring 

reveal an EMC issue there are a number of well understood mitigation 

measures that can be applied e.g. re-routing temporary cables, use of 

alternative plant and machinery and placing restrictions on the use of certain 

equipment in close proximity to sensitive equipment. 

4.10. The EMC issues during the construction phase of the NGT Scheme are 

expected to be routine and standard for any large civil engineering project. In 

my experience EMC will not be an issue during the construction phase of the 

NGT Scheme. 

Operational Phase Mitigation 

4.11. The NGT trolleybus design uses overhead positive and negative conductors 

that are close together. This results in significantly lower emissions in terms 

of magnetic, electric and electromagnetic fields than traditional LRT systems 

which use running rails as the negative return part of the circuit. 

4.12. NGT will be compliant with the fixed installation requirements of the EMC 

Directive 2004/108/EC (E-2-8; Chapter III; page 29 and Annex I; page 31). 
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4.13. EMC compliance will be demonstrated by performing measurements in 

accordance with the applicable harmonised EMC standard, British Standard 

(BS) EN 50121-2:2006 over the frequency range 9kHz to 1GHz. 

Measurements of magnetic fields produced by DC will also be undertaken. 

The data provided by these measurements will form the basis of NGT's 

compliance with the EMC Directive 2004/108/EC (E-2-8). Should the 

measurements reveal  non-compliance, a number of EMC related mitigation 

techniques can be applied (for example see paragraph 4.17). 

4.14. No hospitals have been identified along the route of NGT. Two health 

surgeries have been identified and for safety critical medical equipment the 

DC and LF magnetic fields are not considered to represent a significant risk 

for the following reasons: 

(a) the geometry of the NGT traction power conductors produces a very 

low DC magnetic field emissions profile which attenuates very rapidly 

from source; 

(b) critical medical equipment is designed, built and tested to withstand 

DC and LF magnetic field emissions; and 

(c) the separation distance between the source of interference (i.e. the 

traction power OLE) and the medical equipment means that the field 

strength will be attenuated. 

4.15. The route of NGT crosses Network Rail tracks at two locations. For Network 

Rail train protection and detection systems, the DC and LF magnetic fields 

do not represent a significant risk for the following reasons: 

(a) the geometry of the NGT traction power conductors produces a very 

low DC magnetic field emissions profile which attenuates very rapidly 

from source; and 

(b) the alignment of the NGT with respect to Network Rail infrastructure at 

both  locations will result in very weak/poor magnetic field coupling 

between the two. The magnitude of magnetic field coupling between a 
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source (e.g. NGT) and a receptor (e.g. Network Rail) depends greatly 

on the alignment or orientation between them. 

4.16. The EMC assessment undertaken at the University of Leeds, (G-4-

34)(hereafter known as the EMC Assessment), shows that, where 

susceptibility information has been provided – principally for the Leeds 

Electron Microscopy and Spectroscopy Centre – the calculations carried out 

indicate that operation of NGT is likely to disrupt some, but not all of the 

equipment present without the application of mitigating measures. 

4.17. The EMC Mitigation Report (G-4-35; Chapter 2; pages 3 to 12) has identified 

a number of possible mitigations for the University of Leeds. These possible 

mitigations (which may be required in combination) include: 

(a) shielded room;  

(b) shield at equipment; 

(c) increase traction system voltage. Electrical power in a DC system is 

given by the product of voltage and current. For a given power 

requirement increasing the supply voltage results in a corresponding 

decrease in current and, therefore, magnetic field; 

(d) move the sensitive equipment/laboratories; 

(e) active field cancellation at instruments. Producing a magnetic field 

local to instruments can minimise the effect of external fields produced 

by e.g. NGT; 

(f) automatic reduction in traction current demand from vehicles, in 

combination to supercapacitors/traction batteries; 

(g) contact free solutions such as with supercapacitors/batteries. In this 

case the energy required for traction is stored on the trolleybus without 

the need for external traction power supplies and the accompanying 

OLE. This would result in a very significant decrease in the level of 

magnetic fields produced by NGT.  
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4.18. Further work is being done to determine the most suitable mitigation 

measure. For example, consideration is being given to having an electrically 

dead section adjacent to the University of Leeds which would reduce the 

level of DC and LF magnetic fields from the NGT Scheme significantly. 

Predicted Effects  

4.19. Table A1 in Appendix 1 (App-14-3-1)  of my Proof details the assessment 

that has been performed as part of the assessment undertaken for the EIA, 

as detailed in the EMC Technical Appendix (A-08c-5) with respect to the 

likely electromagnetic effect on the sensitive receptors. The predicted effects 

relating to EMC as a result of the proposed scheme during both construction 

and operational phases are also set out in Table A1 appended to my Proof. 

4.20. The assessment takes a reasonable worst case approach based on 

experience of the magnitude of EMI and understanding of the importance of 

each receptor. Where a low magnitude of impact is associated with a 

receptor of high importance, the assessment criteria in the EMC ES erred on 

the side of caution and produced a significant residual effect.  

4.21. For large civil engineering construction projects of this type there is a well-

established process for managing and controlling EMC: 

(a) an EMC Management Plan is prepared setting out the overall strategy 

for the project; 

(b) during detailed design an EMC Control Plan is produced providing 

guidance on good EMC engineering practice to be adopted by the 

designers. At this stage a hazard log is produced listing all EMC 

hazards associated with NGT and a qualitative risk assessment 

carried out; 

(c) during construction the EMC Control Plan is developed further to 

ensure adoption of good EMC engineering practice to the siting of 

equipment and installation of cables; 
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(d) during the NGT trials phase testing will be carried out to measure the 

DC and low frequency magnetic fields and radio frequency 

electromagnetic fields produced by NGT. A report will be produced 

containing all measured data for analysis; and 

(e) all of the documents and reports mentioned above will form part of an 

overall EMC Technical File for NGT which will form the evidence of 

compliance with the essential requirements of the EMC Directive 

2004/108/EC (E-2-8).   

4.22. My experience on tram systems – where EMI has not been an issue with the 

exception of some specialist scientific equipment – leads me to conclude that 

good EMC design and installation practice, plus mitigation where required, 

applied to the NGT Scheme will ensure that EMC issues are minimised. The 

configuration of the OLE conductors results in a much lower magnetic field 

from NGT than would be the case from a tram system. Potential issues in 

relation to sensitive scientific equipment of particular limited types is known 

and understood (albeit configuration of NGT makes the interface much less 

of an issue than for a tramway) and my team are in discussions with the 

University of Leeds to develop an acceptable solution.  
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5. Statement of Matters 

 

5.1. The Secretary of State for Transport and the Secretary of State for 

Communities and Local Government issued a Statement of Matters for the 

TWA inquiry in February 2014. 

5.2. No matters concerning EMC were raised in the Statement of Matters, in 

whole or in part. 
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6. Response to Particular Issues Raised by Objectors 

Introduction 

6.1. This chapter outlines the objections and representations received from 

statutory bodies, stakeholders and residents and provides a response in 

relation to the ES and other supporting documentation, where appropriate. 

Issue 1 - EMC/EMI Impact on Local Residences and Businesses (OBJ0995) 

6.2. My Proof states that NGT will comply with the essential (emission and 

immunity) requirements of the EMC Directive 2004/108/EC (E-2-8). 

Therefore the electromagnetic emissions produced by the NGT Scheme will 

be controlled by design, installation and final in-service testing in accordance 

with European harmonised standards. The emissions limits specified in the 

standards are selected to minimise interference to electrical and electronic 

equipment used in commercial and residential premises. Below 9 kHz  the 

European harmonised standards do not specify limits. This means they do 

not specify limits for DC and very low frequency magnetic fields produced by 

NGT. Although by design the NGT Scheme will produce low levels of 

magnetic fields at DC and low frequencies – and this has been confirmed by 

modelling – additional in-service testing will be carried out to validate the 

modelled data. 

Issue 2 - Fears of OLE and Electricity Causing Cancer (OBJ1152 and 1169) 

6.3. Because of the large margin between the limits of 400mT for human 

exposure published in the ICNIRP Guidelines on Limits of Exposure to Static 

Magnetic Fields Published in Health Physics 96(4):504-514; 2009 and the 

modelled DC magnetic Fields from NGT although objectors may have 

concerns, there is no objective basis to support this. The International 

Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) and the World Health Organisation 

(WHO) websites carry the following statement: 

6.4. ―It is not possible to determine whether there are any long-term health 

consequences even from exposure in the millitesla (one thousandth of 1 

Tesla) range because, to date, there are no well-conducted epidemiological 
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or long-term animal studies. Thus the carcinogenicity of static magnetic fields 

to humans is not at present classifiable” (IARC, 2002).  

6.5. With regard to NGT, the modelled data shows levels of DC magnetic fields at 

least a thousand times lower than those being considered by WHO and 

IARC. 

Issue 3 - Impact of Trolleybus Technology on TV, Radio, Broadband and 
Satellite TV (OBJ1169). 

6.6. My Proof states that the NGT Scheme will comply with the essential 

(emission and immunity) requirements of the EMC Directive 2004/108/EC (E-

2-8; Annex I; page 31). The electromagnetic emissions produced by NGT will 

be controlled by design, installation and final in-service testing in accordance 

with European harmonised standards (F-7; F-9; F-10 and F-19). The 

emissions limits specified in the standards are selected to minimise 

interference to TV and information technology equipment used in commercial 

and residential premises. 

Conclusions 

6.7. I have addressed objections, representations and letters of support from 

statutory bodies, stakeholders and residents which relate to my area of 

expertise.   
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7. Summary and Conclusions 

Introduction 

7.1. In my Proof of Evidence, I have referred to the EMC Technical Appendix E of 

the ES (A-08c-5) of which I am the author and therefore have first-hand 

knowledge of the evidence that it contains. 

7.2. Based on the assessment criteria described in the EMC Technical Appendix 

E of the ES (A-08c-5) and the EMC Mitigation Report (G-4-35), a summary of 

the residual effects in the construction and operational phases are given 

below. 

Residual Effects – Construction Phase 

7.3. Based on the assessment criteria described in the EMC Technical Appendix 

E of the ES (A-08c-5), significant residual EMI effects on medical equipment 

have been identified in relation to the construction works for the proposed 

NGT. However, the two sources of interference identified, construction radios 

and construction equipment and plant, are not considered to represent a 

significant risk in practice. The EMC issues during the construction phase of 

NGT are expected to be routine and standard for any large civil engineering 

project. In my experience EMC will not be an issue during the construction 

phase of NGT. 

Residual Effects – Operational Phase 

7.4. Based on the assessment criteria described in the EMC Technical Appendix 

E of the ES (A-08c-5), significant residual EMI effects have been identified  

for the  following three equipment categories: 

(a) safety critical medical equipment;  

(b) sensitive scientific measuring equipment; and  

(c) Network Rail signalling equipment. 
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7.5. The primary source of interference during the operational phase is DC and 

LF magnetic fields.   

7.6. For safety related medical equipment the DC and LF magnetic fields are not 

considered to represent a significant risk in practice for the following reasons: 

(a) the geometry of the NGT traction power conductors produces a very 

low DC magnetic field emissions profile which attenuates very rapidly 

from source; 

(b) safety related medical equipment is designed, built and tested to 

withstand DC and LF magnetic field emissions; and 

(c) the physical separation between the source of interference (i.e. the 

traction power OLE) and the medical equipment means that the field 

strength will be attenuated. 

7.7. The University of Leeds EMC Assessment (G-4-34) shows that, where 

susceptibility information has been provided – principally for the Leeds 

Electron Microscopy and Spectroscopy Centre – the calculations carried out 

indicated that NGT is likely to disrupt some, but not all of the equipment 

present without the application of mitigating measures. 

7.8. There are a range of potential mitigations available, including re-location of 

sensitive equipment, and active or passive shielding of the sensitive 

equipment. The assessment above assumes that no such additional 

mitigation measures are in place (as these measures have not yet been 

considered in detail) and therefore represents a worst case assessment. 

7.9. The EMC Mitigation Report (G-4-35; Chapter 2; pages 3 to 12) has identified 

a number of possible mitigations for the University of Leeds (see paragraph 

4.17 of my Proof). Development of these mitigations will continue as the NGT 

design develops. 

7.10. At this stage we do not have all the EMC information we require  on 

equipment immunity to DC and very low frequency magnetic fields in other 

locations along the route (e.g. Leeds Metropolitan University and Leeds 
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College of Technology). This is not unusual at this stage of a project such as 

NGT and EMC control measures and processes applied during design will 

identify any susceptible equipment used at these and other locations. 

7.11. When the possible mitigations have been developed, no significant residual 

effects for the operational phase are anticipated. 

7.12. For Network Rail train protection and detection systems, the DC and LF 

magnetic fields are not considered to represent a significant risk in practice 

for the following reasons: 

(a) the geometry of the NGT traction power conductors produces a very 

low DC magnetic field emissions profile which attenuates very rapidly 

from source; and 

(b) the alignment of the NGT with respect to Network Rail at the locations 

will result in very weak/poor coupling between the two. 

7.13. During design and installation, an EMC Management Plan and /or Control 

Plan should be produced to ensure all EMC hazards are addressed fully. In 

doing this the EMC Management Plan and/or Control Plan will provide 

documentary evidence that the proposed NGT Scheme complies with the 

fixed installation requirements of the EMC Directive 2004/108/EC (E-2-8; 

Annex I; page 31) and implementing UK EMC Regulations 2006 No 3418 (E-

1-21).  
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characteristics — Limits and methods of measurement. 

G-4-4  Energy Networks Association – Engineering Recommendation  G5/4-1 

Planning levels for harmonic voltage distortion and the connection of 

non-linear equipment to transmission systems and distribution 

networks in the United Kingdom, October 2005.  

G-4-34  NGT University of Leeds, EMC Assessment, 

312694/EST/YHE/RPT072/B.  

G-4-35  NGT – University of Leeds EMC Assessment- Mitigation Measures 

Report, 312694/EST/YHE/RPT073/A, September 2013.  
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9. Abbreviations 

 

BS  British Standard 

BSc (Hons) Bachelor of Science (Honours) 

CS   Core Strategy 

DC  Direct Current 

EA   Environment Agency 

EIA   Environmental Impact Assessment 

EMC  Electromagnetic Compatibility 

EMF  Electromagnetic Field 

EMI  Electromagnetic Interference 

EN  Euro Norm 

EPB   Economic Prosperity Board 

ES   Environmental Statement 

ES  Environmental Specification 

GHz  Gigahertz 

ICNIRP International Commission on Non-Ionising Radiation Protection 

kHz  kilohertz 

LF  Low Frequency 

LRT   Light Rail Transit 

LV  Low Voltage 

METRO  WYPTE and WYITA 

MSc  Master of Science 

mT  millitesla 

NGT  New Generation Transport 

OLE   Overhead Line Equipment 

RF  Radio Frequency 
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TWA Order  Transport and Works Act Order 

UK  United Kingdom 

WYITA  West Yorkshire Integrated Transport Authority 

WYPTE  West Yorkshire Public Transport Executive 
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